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INTRODUCTION
A significant driver of recent growth in the use of mathematics in the professions has been the support brought by new technologies. Not only has this facilitated the application of established methods of mathematical and statistical analysis but it has stimulated the development of innovative approaches. These changes have produced a marked evolution in the professional practice of mathematics, an evolution which has not yet provoked a corresponding adaptation in mathematical education, particularly at school level. In particular, although calculators --first arithmetic and scientific, then graphic, now symbolic --have been found well suited in many respects to the working conditions of pupils and teachers, and have even achieved a degree of official recognition, the integration of new technologies into the mathematical practice of schools remains marginal. It is this situation which has motivated the research and development work to be reported in this volume.
The appearance of ever more powerful and portable computational tools has certainly given rise to continuing research and development activity at all levels of mathematical education. Amongst pioneers, such innovation has often been seen as an opportunity to renew the teaching and learning of mathematics. Equally, however, the institutionalization of computational tools within educational practice has proceeded at a strikingly slow pace over many years. At first glance this slow pace is surprising, given the official encouragement for the uptake of new technologies by educational institutions, and the corresponding material and practical support provided by government and quasi-governmental agencies in most developed countries. Very commonly, however, the complexity of technology integration and its wider ramifications have been overlooked, underestimated or denied.
As this book will illustrate, the introduction of new computational tools calls into question established consensus concerning the mathematical knowledge to be taught in school. While some long valued components remain indispensable, others become obsolete. Technology integration also poses a significant challenge to the often sharp demarcation within schools between the domain of mathematics and that of computing or informatics. In these circumstances, systemic approaches to innovation have often displayed a high degree of caution and conservatism when it comes to technology integration. In most educational systems, for example, there has been no substantial reworking of the mathematics curriculum in more technologyaware terms. Often, indeed, the use of computational tools is barred or restricted in public examinations, creating a powerful backwash inhibiting and discouraging their uptake.
Fortunately, there are some important exceptions to this pattern. The Australian and Dutch and French teams whose work is reported in this book have all benefited from unusually favorable policies in their educational systems which have permitted --even encouraged --a strong integration of technology within mathematics teaching. In the French educational system, for example (Trouche, Chapter 1), the use of calculators has long been permitted (though widely contested by parents and teachers) and has increasingly been encouraged and supported by the regulations governing the baccalaureate, the public examination which marks students' completion of secondary education. Even in France, however, while tools for calculation and graphing are frequently used by students, few teachers treat them seriously as instruments for mathematical work. And these studies also demonstrate that even where educational policies are supportive the didactical complexity of integration remains a considerable barrier. Accordingly, they point to insights and mechanisms needed to assure a wider and more systematic development and diffusion of innovative approaches.
This book, then, seeks to report and synthesize a set of recent investigations with similar concerns and approaches. The projects under investigation all brought together researchers and teachers in long-term collaborations. They aimed to progressively develop teaching which exploits technology, illuminated by successive analyses of the experiments conducted. This is a realistic approach, not distancing itself from the current conditions and constraints of teaching, although it does take a view which is broader and longer than the everyday one. Consequently, the didactical designs proposed here are more an internal adaptation of current teaching than a transposition of new practices from external sources. The analyses which they offer seek to unveil the traps and obstacles produced by this incorporation of technology into teaching, so as to better understand the conditions supporting a productive integration.
Although their common focus is on the specific topic of the integration of symbolic calculators into mathematical education at upper secondary level, this topic is analyzed with the help of theoretical tools which appear to be more generally applicable without particular regard to technology type or educational level. These theoretical tools assist the researchers to take account of the delicate ecology of adaptation in a system which includes the functioning of a machine, appropriated by a user, shaped by a teaching approach, regulated by a school curriculum, framed by a wider culture. Analyzing the action and interaction of the elements of this system calls for a combination of ideas from anthropology and psychology, ergonomics and didactics, mathematics and informatics. However, the principal perspective guiding this work is that of instrumental analysis, as developed by the French research teams which provide the majority of contributions to this volume. The essentials of this perspective --set out by Trouche (Chapter 6) --are that, beyond the material constraints imposed by its functioning, the use of a tool depends on schemes which establish links between concrete gestures and mathematical thinking. In instrumental genesis, such schemes are progressively elaborated through the dual processes of the instrumentalization of the tool and the corresponding instrumentation of activity.
This perspective emphasizes the interaction of the instrumentalization of a tool with a broader instrumentation of mathematical activity, and the effect of these processes on the wider development of mathematical concepts. In particular, Lagrange (Chapter 5) signals the importance of instrumented activity in establishing a sense of mathematical objects --as well as effecting mathematical processes --and hence the importance of the epistemic --as well as the pragmatic --function of technique. From this point of view (as Drijvers and Gravemeijer, Chapter 7, illustrate), development of a calculator-instrumented technique may sometimes help to sensitize pupils to aspects of a mathematical concept which remain implicit in the conventional instrumentation through paper-and-pencil. In effect, the decalage between calculator and paper-and-pencil techniques may serve to stimulate an adaptation of pupils' schemes, and above all the construction of a more global scheme integrating the two techniques.
These global schemes are central to the management of conflicts between the functioning of symbolic calculators and current mathematical norms. In particular, these schemes underpin the vigilance and flexibility necessary in the face of results which can be unexpected, misleading, or even incorrect. Elbaz-Vincent (Chapter 2) reminds us that a computer algebra system does no more than treat sequences of symbols according to formal rules. Even at the syntactic level, the form and succession of the symbolic transformations carried out by the machine remain invisible to the user, which can give rise to misleading reconstructions by pupils (Lagrange, Chapter 3). Equally, the graphing algorithms of the machine produce images which need to be read more as plots than sketches of mathematical graphs (Trouche, Chapter 6). Moreover, users must take charge of the semantic aspect --which appeals to the sense of symbols and relates them to their referents --and the pragmatic aspect --which takes account of wider situation and ulterior intentions.
The analyses presented in this work are sensitive to these complexities and seek to understand not only the evolution of schemes on the part of users but the variation in schemes between users. Trouche shows that, amongst calculator-using pupils, this instrumental variation extends from conceptions of particular operations (Chapter 6) to general orientations towards use of the machine in classroom mathematical work (Chapter 8). Equally, Kendal, Stacey and Pierce show a similar variation in usages amongst teachers (Chapter 4) combining pedagogical and mathematical aspects. Accordingly, the didactical designs proposed by the French teams seek not only to specify a series of didactical situations aimed at evoking a system of schemes on the part of the pupil, but to articulate strategies through which the collective development of these systems can be orchestrated and socialized to institutional norms (Trouche, Chapter 8; Artigue, Chapter 9).
To now move on from taking an overview of the book as a whole, to introducing each chapter in turn:
In Chapter 1, Luc Trouche offers a glimpse of the current --primarily French --situation as regards integration of symbolic calculators within mathematics teaching. The school as an institution faces a generation of students who wish to make use of new tools which have gained wider professional and social legitimacy; indeed they often bring such tools to the classroom. While students expect such tools to be normal instruments for mathematical work, a not inconsiderable proportion of teachers are reluctant to accept their integration. Such an integration supposes a more experimental conception of mathematics than that underpinning current classroom practice. The debate even extends to learned societies obliged to redefine the place of mathematics in today's world. The evolution of school programs and textbooks reflects an openness to technology integration, but evaluation of early attempts has led to a degree of institutional recognition of the difficulties of such integration.
Chapter 2, by Philippe Elbaz-Vincent, presents the general characteristics of computer algebra systems (CAS) offering the user both pre-programmed commands and a programming language which makes possible the definition of more elaborate procedures. The topic of formal differentiation is used to illustrate the types of representation provided and of manipulation made possible by such a system. A review of some classic mathematical problems serves to bring out key weaknesses of these systems, even in elementary aspects: examples are presented of results which are erroneous or difficult to interpret. In both cases, the machine response contains relevant information, but to recognize and exploit this information requires mathematical knowledge which may be at quite a high level; some examples are presented regarding the calculation of primitives in terms of standard functions. In the circumstances, what trust can the mathematician give to a proof obtained with the assistance of a CAS? More generally, the use of a CAS calls for a critical attitude on the part of the user. Hence, to introduce such a system in teaching without thinking its use through in advance is inevitably problematic.
In Chapter 3, Jean-Baptiste Lagrange addresses in a more general way the problem of transposition of the professional practices of mathematicians into the teaching situation. The new tools for formal calculation make experimental approaches more visible and current in mathematical activity. To what extent do these new approaches provoke a broader evolution in teaching? Answering this question calls for the aims of mathematical education to be taken into account. In these changed circumstances, is it appropriate to develop in pupils something of an algorithmic spirit? Does using tools within an experimental approach to mathematics necessarily develop in pupils a deeper understanding of mathematical concepts? Analysis of concrete situations reveals that tools for formal calculation do not automatically support experimental work which is speedy and productive from the point of view of learning mathematics. Discussion of the conditions under which such situations are productive brings out the necessity of a strong didactic intervention in conceiving them.
Margaret Kendal, Kaye Stacey and Robyn Pierce, in Chapter 4, describe the different approaches of three Australian teachers seeking to integrate a CAS into their teaching. They underline the profound changes which this integration requires and the diversity of choices with which teachers are faced, whether these be in organization of the class, teaching of issues specifically related to use of the tool, exploiting the constraints and affordances of the tool, and managing the distribution of time involving technology and mathematics. A comparison of these teachers' approaches to integrating graphic, then symbolic, calculators makes it possible to pick out issues which are more specifically related to symbolic manipulation. It seems that styles of teaching depend strongly on the conceptions which teachers have of mathematics and on the corresponding role which they accord the calculator, and that differences in styles are accentuated in using computer algebra systems. Equally, the experience of these teachers encourages greater appreciation of the extent of the work necessary on the part of teachers to integrate use of CAS into their classes in a significant way. Additionally, the authors bring out the institutional problems which such innovations pose as regards curriculum and assessment.
In Chapter 5, Jean-Baptiste Lagrange takes up for consideration the new techniques which emerge when students appropriate tools for computer algebra. Drawing on didactical theorizations, he recalls the fundamental role which techniques play in mathematical conceptualization. Through examples taken from situations conceived by a range of research teams, he discusses the place of instrumented techniques and their interaction with more customary techniques. Instrumented techniques are not given by the tool itself, but must be thought out and put in place through situations adapted for this purpose. Consequently, important didactical choices arise in conceiving techniques and the pragmatic and epistemic functions which they will accomplish, and in determining their interaction with customary techniques. Other instrumented techniques are motivated by the need for an efficient and reasoned use of tools by students. These are clearly more difficult to make legitimate within the current institutional framework of school mathematics. This examination of the place of techniques illuminates the complexity of the teacher's role, explaining some of the diversity in approach observed in the preceding chapter.
In Chapter 6, Luc Trouche studies the processes of learning associated with the use of symbolic calculators by students. He draws attention to didactical phenomena which have been highlighted by research into the integration of graphic calculators and the software DERIVE; phenomena linked to processes of knowledge transposition or to processes of adaptation on the part of students. Then, drawing from research in cognitive ergonomics, he proposes a theoretical approach which aims to provide a better means of analyzing the distinctive process through which a technical tool is transformed into an instrument of mathematical work; an approach which makes it possible to take account of the phenomena noted earlier. A typology of constraints is set out with the help of examples relating to two different models of symbolic calculator, and these bring out the way in which particular constraints privilege certain types of action, illustrating a general method for studying an artifact. Analysis of specific examples of instrumented techniques related to the topic of function limits illustrates the gap between the technique taught to a class and the techniques actually practiced by students. These examples also serve to illustrate how underlying operational invariants can be inferred from techniques, and to demonstrate the fundamental role that these operational invariants play in students' conceptualizations.
In Chapter 7, Paul Drijvers and Koeno Gravemeijer draw on teaching experiments concerned with the use of symbolic calculators as tools for solving particular classes of algebraic problems, and the corresponding instrumentation of algebraic activity and correlation of new techniques with a wider algebraic discourse. The study reported in the chapter provides detailed analyses of the instrumented action schemes which students developed for solving parameterized equations and substituting expressions.
It demonstrates how what might be taken simply as 'technical' difficulties often have a wider 'conceptual' aspect, so bringing out the complexity of the process of instrumental genesis. In particular, the chapter illustrates how obstacles which students encounter during the instrumentation process offer opportunities for learning, if carefully managed by the teacher, through reflection on their conceptual aspects and their relation to the corresponding paper-and-pencil technique.
In Chapter 8, taking the case of one class, Luc Trouche analyzes the diversity of processes through which a symbolic calculator becomes an instrument for mathematical work. To differentiate these processes, he establishes a typology of extreme patterns of student behavior; this typology makes it possible on the one hand to situate a particular student at a given moment in relation to the different types defined; on the other hand, to identify the development of such processes over time for a particular student. Naturally, such development depends on the situations and working arrangements put in place by the teacher. Management of the diversity of processes observed calls for the teacher to carefully plan the organization of a particular class at a given time. The theoretical approach of instrumentation is developed to describe the place of didactic intervention in the form of particular instrumental orchestrations defined by their objectives, architecture, and modes of operation. The didactic objective is to establish at a given moment, for each pupil and for the class as a whole, a coherent system of instruments. Different mechanisms are presented alongside one another to reinforce the social dimension of instrumented action and to manage the impact of the introduction of a new artifact on top of the systems of instruments which have already been established. Chapter 9, written by Michèle Artigue, synthesizes the main contributions of the research presented in the preceding chapters. These contributions are theoretical in character: they provide a frame to problematize questions of learning and teaching in an environment of symbolic computation and to make this problematization operational. Equally, they are of an experimental character; they provide detailed information on the instrumented contexts constructed. Analysis of two pieces of didactical engineering aims to identify regularities in the choices made and the effects observed, and equally to explore the conditions for their viability. Analysis of the difficulties encountered in privileged situations is a preliminary stage in identifying the types of condition necessary for wider use. In each piece of engineering, pre-analysis of mathematical and instrumental potential precedes the detailing of the engineering intervention. Post-analysis makes it possible to measure the distance between the potentials envisaged and what actually happened in class. These descriptions and analyses show that it is possible, at least in these experimental circumstances, to construct an approach to integration, where instrumentation and mathematical knowledge are articulated with the paper-and-pencil environment, even if it does not come about by itself. These studies raise questions about the status of instrumented techniques in these experimental classes: they show the necessity of according some form of institutional recognition to a coherent set of instrumented techniques and to a theoretical discourse accompanying them.
All these insights contribute to the identification of conditions which are necessary to make viable the integration of symbolic calculators into the teaching of mathematics. They open up some lines of research which can help progress towards an effective integration which must necessarily involve institutional negotiation about mathematical needs. Dominique GUIN is a professor at the Université Montpellier II (France), and a researcher in mathematics education. Her research in this area has dealt with the modeling of knowledge acquisition processes in mathematics.
Luc TROUCHE is an assistant professor at the Université Montpellier II (France), Director of the IREM (Institute for Research on Mathematics Teaching), and a researcher in mathematics education. His research in this area has mainly dealt with the study of conceptualisation processes in mathematics. GUIN and TROUCHE are particularly interested in the integration of computer technologies into mathematics education. Their current focus is mainly on the design of distance training, as a key means of supporting teachers in the integration of ICT and, in The appearance of more and more complex tools in mathematics classes is not a response to an institutional need of school. It is, rather, the expression within this institution of a huge social phenomenon (the increase in the number of screens and machines) arising from the utilization of computerized tools by certain branches of mathematics and science.
Alongside other computation tools, calculators have been taken into account in very different ways within the educational institution: -students rapidly appropriate them, regarding them as of potential assistance to their mathematical work; -teachers hesitate to integrate them in their professional practice; -the French mathematics curriculum attempts to promote the utilization of these tools.
However, the spread of calculators raises various questions (about assessment, for example) and provokes lively discussion within professional associations.
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CALCULATORS IN MATHEMATICS
A SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION
Evolution of tools in Mathematics Education
For a long time, mathematics could be distinguished from other scientific disciplines by the economy and stability of the tools used in its teaching system: pencil, ruler, set square, protractor and compasses for geometry, and only pencil for computations (in western countries anyway); in Asia, other artifacts like the abacus were (and sometimes remain) widely utilized. Most probably, this apparent stability masks significant ruptures: the nature itself of the 'pencil' used for written computation may have significant effects on learning processes. Lavoie (1994) pointed out the revolution provoked by the introduction of the 'iron quill' and the pencil in Canadian schools around 1830:
One of the reasons why the learning of writing was traditionally placed late is precisely the use of goose quills. Indeed, these tools required such dexterity to cut and use that it was normal to delay their use (...). Consequently, iron quills induced a real revolution, the learning of writing and thus of arithmetic in primary schools.
In the twentieth century, tables of numerical values and slide rules were added to these traditional tools for the scientific classes of secondary schools. Effectively, from 1925 to 1975, these tools, strongly recommended by the educational institution, were introduced by teachers and used by students for computation: -since 1975, this situation has evolved radically. Software permitting numerical or formal computation and geometry has become accessible. The spread of small individual computing tools, calculators, has rapidly and profoundly modified students' equipment in mathematics classes. In 1975 'desk calculators' appeared, scientific and programmable calculators in 1980, graphic calculators in 1985, and symbolic calculators (provided with CAS and sometimes also with geometrical software) in 1995. When they appeared, graphic calculators cost ten times more than mathematics textbooks. Twenty years later, the cost of these two objects is similar. Tools are more and more complex, their ergonomics and performance are clearly improved, at lesser and lesser cost; -the spread of new tools is more and more rapid. To equip all students with scientific calculators took fifteen years (from 1975 to 1990), whereas, for graphic calculators, ten years was enough (from 1990 to 2000) . If this evolution carries on 1 , one can anticipate most students in scientific secondary classes soon being equipped with symbolic calculators 2 ;
-the 'communicative' dimension of these tools is becoming more and more important. Screens have become larger and larger, devices have been designed for linking calculators together, or to a computer, or to an overhead projected calculator. Other devices have been designed for updating, via the Internet, the contents of calculator memory (flash technology), for linking a calculator with a data-logging device (Chapter 4) allowing various physical measures to be captured 3 . The affordances of these new materials do not necessarily induce utilization of these artifacts which takes a socialized form. One can notice, in fact, two convergent evolutions: computers are smaller and smaller (handheld, autonomous) and calculators are more and more integrable with communication devices.
After a long period of stability, this rapid evolution of the computing tools at students' disposal probably makes more complex the constitution of a new equilibrium in mathematics classes.
Evolution of mathematicians' tools
Software for numerical or formal computation was first introduced to meet mathematicians' needs. Mathematical practice has been deeply modified by these new artifacts. Merle (2000) identifies three main changes linked to the development of computer science in mathematics:
-the computer has permitted, through its power of computation, the treatment of certain objects in a new light (…); -computerized processing raises new questions and allows certain domains to be reexamined (…); -[the computer induces] the expansion of discrete mathematics, applied logic and algorithmics.
More generally, the possibility of rapidly testing hypotheses facilitates the emergence of conjectures; the possibility of rapidly making a lot of computations even modifies the construction of some proofs.
One example, among many others, was suggested by Rauzy (1992). In 1770, Waring put forward the following conjecture: every integer is a sum of less than 4 squares, 9 cubes, 19 quartic powers, etc. (For example, 79 is the sum of the squares of 1, 2, 5 and 7, sum of the cubes of 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, sum of the quartic powers of 1 (15 times) and of 2 (4 times)). This conjecture was proved with the assistance of a computer in the following way: Dress and Deshouillers proved that every number greater than 10 360 was a sum of 19 quartic powers. A computer could not make all the remaining computations for smaller numbers in a reasonable time. New theoretical developments were required: it was proved that the conjecture was true if enough numbers, representable as a sum of 5 quartic powers, are in a zone close to 10 10 . The verification required about a hundred billion operations, which could be performed by a computer in a few days... The conjecture was becoming a theorem.
Mathematical research has always included an experimental dimension and a conception of mathematics based on conjectures, proofs and refutations is not new (Lakatos 1976). However, due to improvement in informatics, this experimental dimension has tended to leave the private sphere of mathematicians' work and to become officially recognized (Chapter 3). Conjectures produced with the assistance of computer programs, data related to these conjectures, methods for obtaining conjectures can be explained and discussed as valid mathematical work.
Beyond this production of conjectures, there are also procedures for the investigation and definition of structures which are sufficiently general to support this production: Borwein & al (1996) show that a new scientific field is developing within the mathematical domain, whose legitimacy, still problematic, is gaining.
Evolution of computation tools in society
The evolution of computation tools in the practice and teaching of mathematics is also related to a profound evolution of computation tools in society. Outside the field of professional mathematicians, the professional practices of computation have, in effect, been overturned: -in the commercial world, the appearance of computing tools induced a complete elimination of paper-and-pencil computation (it is notable that in societies where computation tools were available --for example, the abacus --these tools still coexist with calculators). Moreover, due to the emergence of bar codes and optical character recognition, cashiers no longer enter numbers by hand into keyboards; the only counting which remains is related to coins and banknotes so as to give change; -the situation is quite similar for all professions involving manipulation of numbers: auditors, tax collectors and managers have at their disposal specific software for calculations linked to their professional practice; -in the same way, social practices of computation have also been modified. The appearance of calculators devoted to specific tasks (conversion of national currencies into euros, cumulatively calculating the bill while shopping in supermarkets etc.), the emergence of services or software carrying standard calculations out automatically (tax amounts) may give the impression that some of the computation techniques learnt in school are now obsolete.
On the other hand, the emergence of new tools modifies not only computation techniques, but also the relationship with numbers itself. On the one hand, the taking-over of computation by a machine increases the distance of the user from numbers; on the other hand, the carrying out of marginal tasks (for instance, giving change) is connected to computation practices which involve counting concrete objects. Technological evolution dramatically changes social relationships to mathematical objects.
Chevallard (1992) brings out the differential penetration of computer objects:
The spectacular penetration, still increasing, of computers in daily life and in most professional sectors hides a reality which has to be taken into account to be able to judge the stagnation in the educational domain. The degree of penetration is less a function of the way members of the institution think (modern or archaic) than of the implemented type of use.
Outside mathematics education, then, there is a social legitimacy to new computing tools, based on a clearly identified type of use, the assistance to computation.
More general evolution of tools in society
This evolution is the translation into the mathematical domain of wider evolutions. Debray (1992) points to the age of videosphere following the appearance of color television:
It is the era of keyboards and screens taking the place of pencil and paper. Direct contact with things is replaced by indirect contact through the mediation of a specific machine. All that matters is what can be seen (or heard); thus the risk of confusion between an object and its representation 4 , between map and territory, becomes great. In this context, the more complex and widespread use of calculators can be seen as one aspect of a wider phenomenon, marked by an increase in prostheses, the spread of screens and the miniaturization of supports.
The educational institution is thus confronted with this phenomenon both internally (owing to the introduction of calculators into classes by students) and externally (owing to the social legitimacy of these tools). This social necessity of mastering new technologies may appear then as a new legitimatization of mathematics within curricula (Schwartz 1999).
IN THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION: THE POINT OF VIEW OF DIFFERENT PROTAGONISTS
Before examining the responses of the educational institution itself, it is probably of use to us to consider the points of view of potential actors as regards the integration of new computing tools, that is to say of their users (Baron & Bruillard 1996) , students, teachers and their associations.
Students
Faure & Goarin (2001) have analyzed the results of a survey of the relationship that students have established with their calculator. This survey covered 527 students from 11 th grade scientific classes. Some features emerge from these responses: -most students (84%) own a graphic calculator (8% a calculator which is only scientific, 8% a symbolic calculator); -the process of learning about calculators mainly takes place outside the class; -first and foremost, the process of appropriating this tool is based on individual exploration-discovery; afterwards there is a social dimension (with friends). Generally, the teacher is not very involved in the process of calculator appropriation. A comparison with the results of a previous survey shows very little change over ten years (Figure 1-1 From further data, it appears that students hope for the teacher to be involved in the process of learning about calculators (Figure 1-2) . This might be considered as an indication of institutional recognition of the tool. The actual situation, however, is the opposite of the one hoped for. The authors also note (Figure 1-3 ) that the calculator is mainly used by students during the reinvestigation of knowledge through assessment and exercises, very moderately during more open processes of investigation and exploration, and very little when the teacher is presenting and establishing fresh knowledge.
In class
At home This situation is probably linked to the weak integration of this tool into classwork.
Finally, the survey reveals that students use calculators essentially in order to graph a function, then to calculate or to study the variation of a function, and only a little to study limits or to solve equations (Figure 1-4) , which reveals a quite reduced exploitation of their functionalities as tools. In a review of new research into the integration of graphic calculators, Penglase & Arnold (1996) identify five main benefits of the use of graphic calculators which are mentioned by students, and these seem to be more important than those mentioned by Faure & Goarin:
The ease of sketching and obtaining information from graphs; being able to check quickly the correctness of derivatives, integrals and solutions; being able to understand and interpret graphs and derivatives, integrals and solutions; the ease of computing and checking procedures regarding difficult formulae; and the increase in confidence and enthusiasm associated with the use of the tool.
However, we will see in the next chapters that the type of student work with a calculator depends on various factors: -it depends on the teacher's role (Chapter 4). In classes where teachers do integrate the tool, most studies point to a substantial involvement of students in problem solving (Trouche 1998), with better participation in class discussions (Waits & al 1999) ; -it depends on the availability of the tool (Burrill & al 2002) . In this way, Chacon & Soto-Johnson (1998) point out that results are not the same when students work in computer rooms with their teacher: in this context, the authors report irritation in the face of certain tool blockages, frustration arising from the only occasional utilization of the tool. These phenomena appear rather marginally in calculator environments (i.e. when calculators are tools recognized by teachers and continuously at students' disposal); -work varies according to the students: detailed studies, carried out in experimental contexts with specific observation devices (interviews, questionnaires, analysis of students' work), reveal the complexity of related processes in this type of environment and the possible variation in students' behavior, according to gender (Penglase & Arnold 1996) or work method (Chapter 8).
Teachers
Available sources concerning teachers' opinions are more extensive than those concerning students (trade-union or professional sources, research results). The main feature of teachers' points of view is a reluctance to use new technologies in their teaching, at elementary school level as well as at middle school (Bruillard 1995) or secondary school level (Abboud Blanchard 1994). We can find an illustration of this situation in the survey of Faure & Goarin (ibid.), which notes that students regret not having the possibility of learning to use their calculator with their mathematics teacher.
Guin, Joab & Trouche (2003) analyzed the results of another questionnaire for teachers taking part in training courses on themes related to ICT 5 . It was not a representative selection of the community of teachers because these teachers had intentionally committed themselves to professional development (and so represent a minority). They were more disposed to question their professional practice than other teachers.
The degrees of familiarity of these teachers with calculators and computers (Figure 1-5 ) seem to be linked (this study is essentially related to graphical calculators, because few of the teachers know about CAS systems). But this degree of familiarity claimed by teachers is not necessarily linked to the frequency of utilization: Guin, Joab & Trouche highlight that, among 32 teachers indicating familiarity with their calculator, only 11 frequently use it. Moreover these similarities could mask differential patterns of response by teachers according to their calculator or computer orientation. In this survey, the results of questions related to the type of calculator use which teachers employ with students are also interesting (Figure 1-6) . It is only for quite elementary tasks (numerical work), that users are more numerous (calculators seem to be integrated there as an ordinary tool). For other tasks (combining never-seldom to one side and sometimes-often to the other), users and non users are equally numerous, except for quite complex tasks --programming --where non-users are considerably more numerous.
Moreover, it seems that very few teachers use overhead projected devices to support the integration of calculators into classes. These results indicate an integration of calculators which is still weak for elementary tasks not requiring use of specific devices. Remember that these teachers were special in having chosen to take part in a training process about ICT. One may reasonably conjecture that results would not be better among the wider community of mathematics teachers. A report from the Ministry of Education about the implementation of new curricula in secondary classes ( § 3.1) also expresses these difficulties:
(…) In spite of recurrent calls (for nearly twenty years) to take up this new tool (calculator or computer), many teachers do not feel comfortable about integrating it into their teaching 6 .
The annual General Inspection report for France 7 notes, regarding utilization of new technologies, "a division between a minority of motivated teachers, frequently users, achieving high-quality results, and a majority still not involved".
This situation is not specific to France: Monaghan (1999) described a similar situation in England, estimating that "only 5% of teachers tend naturally to use new technologies in mathematics courses". However, one has to distinguish teachers' opinions about ICT in general, from those relative to their integration into classes. Bernard & al (1996) mentioned that a positive opinion about ICT is a necessary condition, but not sufficient to have a positive opinion about ICT integration.
In order to justify their reluctance, teachers often appeal to a risk of social inequality (calculators are expensive), and to pedagogical difficulties linked to the diversity of calculators used by students. However, in contexts where the same model of calculator is freely provided to all students, Bruillard (1995) pointed out that teachers remain reluctant. Consequently, we have to try to understand reasons for this mental block.
In fact, the remarks of resistant teachers express a mistrust of new tools which may have several origins: -these tools are too crude: results, for graphic calculators, are only given approximately; this may lead to certain errors (Bernard & al 1996) ; -these tools prevent some elementary learning processes; for instance, Bruillard (1995) mentions the teachers' fear that calculator use prevents the learning of the 'four operations' in middle school. One finds also a similar fear in Fromentin (1997) : calculators at middle school are essential tools, but they may be dangerous; -these tools do not fit the conception of mathematics which teachers have. One teacher explains it in this way: "calculators deny the mathematical reflex" (Bernard & al 1996) . Reducing mathematics to an experimental practice restricts the place of formal proof.
Other reasons may explain this reluctance, not mentioned by teachers but emerging from several studies: -the institutional discourse concerning the importance of integrating ICT has often underplayed difficulties of managing calculator environments (Guin 2001). Consequently, this discourse does not appear credible; -indeed, the integration of complex tools into the classroom requires teachers to undertake deep questioning about their course, the exercises they have already prepared, and their professional methods. De facto, they commit themselves to a complex process of 'action research' (Raymond & Leinenbach 2000) : "We conjecture that teachers who engage in action research are generally teachers who are at a critical juncture in their teaching practice and who are in a state of mind where they are open to change".
The investigation of reasons which may explain the reluctance of many teachers to integrate calculator use into their teaching establishes (in opposition) the profile of teachers favorable to this integration. Thompson (1992) and Bernard & al (1996) point out that teachers' use of ICT in mathematics classes is greater to the extent that they have an 'experimental' conception of mathematical practice (i.e. towards conjectures, refutations and proof processes). Penglase & Arnold (1996) wrote as follows:
The data suggested that certain teaching styles are more compatible with graphic calculator use than others (…) teachers who tended to employ interactive or inquiryoriented methodologies used the calculators during instruction more than teachers who used other teaching approaches.
The necessity of this personal conception may explain why teachers who integrate ICT into their class often remain isolated in their school (Watson 1993) . It does not lead to homogeneity in teachers' practices concerning calculator use. Penglase & Arnold (1996) also noticed:
Teachers who perceived the graphic calculator as a computational tool tended to stress content-oriented goals and viewed learning as listening. Teachers who saw it as an instructional tool had student-centered goals and discipline goals, interactive-driven teaching styles and student-centered views on learning.
We shall closely analyze this heterogeneity amongst teachers (Chapter 4). Beyond that, it is clear that most teachers express reluctance to integrating calculators into their classes. This reluctance rests on a network of reasons. To overcome them supposes, then, a set of conditions which we shall examine in the following section.
Learned associations and societies
In 1996, through the impetus given by the SMF 8 , the GRIAM 9 set about combining the main French associations of mathematics practitioners. In 1998, this group defined what form calculator use might take in secondary classes:
The great difficulty, at all teaching levels, is to arrange things so that thought lies on the student side in the student-calculator pair (…). Practically, it seems useful to explore two ways: 1. To carry out part of the work (exercises and assessment) without a calculator. To find, for example, the order of magnitude of solutions by mental computation (…). 2. To check calculator results systematically, to verify that they solve the problem and that no solution is missing (…). These new tools are an opportunity, and not a threat. However, the various capacities of calculators pose serious problems of equity in examinations (GRIAM 1998). It is interesting to notice that, even if calculators are considered as an opportunity, the two directions given describe what could be done before and after their use, but not with these tools. This text is indicative of a conception which considers only, in the 'student-calculator' pair, that part of student work carried out without a calculator.
One year later, the debate on calculators was relaunched in France, in a spectacular way, by the statement of the Minister of Education, Claude Allègre: "Mathematics is being devalued, in an almost inescapable way. From now on, there are machines for computation. Likewise for drawing graphs..." (France-Soir, November 23 rd 1999). The significance of this statement was such as to provoke, in 2000, a reaction from trade-union, corporate and learned associations, particularly the mathematics teacher associations, thus giving a set of opinions on the question of integration of calculation tools into mathematics:
-the Académie des Sciences 10 :
Have printing, typewriter, word-processing software or spell-checker devalued literature? More than 50 years ago, penetrating minds compared the role of informatics, just newly born, with the role of printing to valorise and develop mathematical concepts. Functions, equations, exact or approximate solutions, these notions have always depended on writing and computing tools. However, these notions have not been devalued. Today, informatics and its universal use in modeling are indissolubly linked to mathematics, which conditions their progress.
-A petition from the SNES 11 union, signed by a lot of scientists:
Developments in informatics question mathematics as much at the level of practices and tools as at the level of research domains. Mathematics education is essential in order to understand and to exploit models, to appreciate where their limits lie and what is at stake. But the place of this teaching is not determined only by the satisfaction of these needs; it is also an essential component of intellectual training in developing capacities of abstract reasoning from the moment of first contact with numbers, figures, diagrams and symbolic expressions.
-The CREM (Commission de Réflexion sur l'Enseignement des Mathématiques, Kahane 2002):
The future of the world is linked to the development of all sciences, and sciences interact today much more than yesterday. In particular, one finds concepts of mathematics and informatics in all fields of knowledge and action. Bringing mathematics and informatics into conflict is opposed not only to the history of these disciplines --one old, the other new --but, more seriously, it is to ignore their natural mutuality at the levels of research and use. The more powerful the means used, the more essential the mathematics. Informatics provides motivation, and a new field, for mathematics education. It leads to the revisiting of old ideas, to the introduction of new points of view and provides new food for the thought of teachers and students.
This controversy is interesting: the more recent position stressing the mutuality of mathematics and informatics reveals something of an evolution from the GRIAM text in 1998. Following this controversy, fears about the future of the discipline remain; these fears are attested to by the claim of the French Mathematical Society (SMF):
At the moment, there is a deep restlessness about the future of our discipline, while we note a weakening of mathematical training in secondary school, in content as in time allocation, and that students seem to be turning away from scientific studies.
This feeling of a discipline in peril, of a profession in danger, probably makes teachers resistant to change in general and to the integration of ICT in particular. Bottino & Furinghetti (1996) indicate that the introduction of informatics to mathematics education works only if it is perceived as a response to a need expressed by teachers.
As things stand, the opinions of students and teachers appear to be in overall conflict: students are quite favorable to the use of tools which they consider to be a help for learning, teachers are often opposed to the importation into the classroom of tools which they consider as calling into question their teaching.
INSTITUTIONAL EVOLUTIONS
Institutional evolutions may be identified directly from (formal) curriculum evolution but also from the evolution of textbooks, from the form and content of assessment and of the experiments carried out, or favored, by academic authorities. On these different points, we will attempt to set out the French situation and provide some illumination from outside.
French curriculum
The French curriculum in mathematics has evolved significantly following the 'modern mathematics' reform of the sixties and seventies which privileged the theoretical study of structures. The counter-reform of the eighties and nineties sought to favor observation, 'activities', 'problemsituations'. This counter-reform takes account of calculators. Prescriptions concerning calculation tools are displayed alongside questions relating to numerical computations and graphic representations (Box 1-1).
This box deserves several comments. i) Since 1971, while numerical problems have played a part in most curriculum programs, those conceptual tools permitting rigorous monitoring of work with numbers have become blurred. Ideas of tolerance and error and the distinction between different number sets have disappeared. Calculator representations of number seem to exempt students from reflection on definition of objects and monitoring of results. Birebent (2001) expresses this situation as an "inability of current calculus education to resonate with numerical approximations". Since 1998, it is possible to make out something of an evolution: numerical topics have been reintroduced (only for the specialist mathematical option), in terms of the presentation of decimal, rational and real numbers. This does not settle the question of numerical approximations, but it allows the questioning of relationships between informatics and mathematics.
2002
The power of investigation of computer tools and the existence of high-performance calculators, frequently at students' disposal, represent welcome progress and their impact on mathematical education is significant. This evolution has to be supported by using these tools, particularly in the phases of discovery and observation by students.
Numerical topics form a domain with which informatics strongly interacts; use of various means of computation will be balanced: by hand, with the help of a spreadsheet or a calculator.
ii) The modification of tools is accompanied by significant modifications of the 'corresponding' mathematical field:
-the introduction of scientific calculators leads to the curriculum taking account of numerical questions: "systematic use of calculators reinforces the study of numerical questions, as much to make calculations, as to check results or to support research work" (curriculum program, 1986); -the introduction of graphic calculators leads to graphical representations being taken more and more into account: "A geometrical vision of problems will be developed in calculus, because geometry supports intuition with its language and its representation procedures" (curriculum program, 1994 ). Consequently, we should notice that the graphic frame is privileged in the calculus part of curriculum, as for example in the following comment 12 : "Deeper work is suggested on the limit of sequences, easier to tackle than the function limit at a point: the objective is ambitious, so it is advisable to remain reasonable in implementing it and to favor arguments supported by graphs" (DESCO 2001) . One may conjecture that the type of tool favored has an influence on the frame of work: with scientific calculators, the numerical frame is favored, whereas it is the graphical one with a graphic calculator; -a readjustment between numerical and algebraic may be pointed out in the curriculum of the 12 th grade scientific class (2002): "An approach as much numerical (with calculation tools: calculator or computer) as graphical or algebraic will be adopted". iii) Prescriptions relating to calculators are more and more precise: they speak of use, then wide use, then systematic use (Box 1-1). One may also distinguish three stages in the relationship between development of tools and curriculum prescriptions:
